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DES 420  Mobile App Design Assignment 1

Market and UX Research & Analysis

1) Current Market Overview and Other Available Apps.
The goal of this exercise is to take a deep dive into your problem domain, and 
thoroughly understand what’s out there that may compete with your solution 
hypothesis, or inform your solution-direction. You should organize your approach to 
this “competitive audit” by studing: relevant apps on the market (download and 
try); user reviews, articles covering trends in solving similar problems; new uses of 
technology in solving similar problems; consumer insight into these issues. Focus 
only on iOS and Android apps. 

Each teammate should download and try as many apps which have similar objectives 
(5-10). You should also look at other apps currently used in the same field. And look 
for and show us apps that simply inspire you from a design & usability point of view. 
Prioritize primary use cases to list five apps that might compete with yours, have 
similar features, address, audience or similar objectives. If you feel that no other apps 
are sufficiently similar (e.g., yours is a new subject previously covered primarily in 
publications), then please list related apps the same audience would be likely to buy. 
This will give us a sense of how to position your app in the market.

Provide short descriptions of how they solve the problem; list any key features or 
innovations; look for and describe strengths & weaknesses. As much as possible, 
provide screenshots capturing what you are critiquing.

2) UX and UI Research & Analysis
There are many angles to consider when doing UX research and analysis, in this 
exercise if is about simplifying everything as much as possible and reducing the 
number of steps it takes for a user to reach their goal. Analyze the app’s user flow and 
overall UX —by walking an app in the users’ shoes— to discover many weak points 
and frustrations and uncover opportunities that will improve the user experience. 
Take notes and draw sketches if you have an ideas how to simplify UX and UI. 
“Walk” the User Flow
Consider User Expectations
Analyze the Number of Steps in User Flows 
Evaluate the App Structure
Simplify the Design

Create class team presentation to Include the following:
1. All team members apps (ex. 3 team members = 3 slides. Each slide 5-10 researched 
apps).

2.  Compare all apps researched by all team members and narrow it down to 5 most 
relevant or most interesting cases and create 5 slides to illustrate their pros and 
cons. What are the major strengths and weaknesses of these apps, and what 
advantages could your app have over the competition? Prepapre to discuss:
•  Ease of use (GUI, UX)
•  Flow of content (UX)
•  App structure (UX)
•  Design of menu features
•  Compatibility of design with content and audience
•  Color and typography
•  Symbols and icons
•  Administrative functions (navigation bars, toolbars, alerts, etc)

3. Draw pencil sketches to illustrate the alternative solutions for UX/UI ideas/structure. 
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